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This is the news list from most recent to the less ones. I'll add new entries when interresting information will be

needed to be said to the public. The news cover all the projects and the website.

Date Entry

November 22nd,

2009

I am not sure if I would like to start coding again. I have learned lately of a new language

called C# (pronouced C-Sharp) which seems to be an improved version of C++. There is

also the XNA framework which is a game development library which could be used to

develop games for the XBox. Still, if there is already a windows and menu interface which

works well, it could save me a lot of time. Also, apparently, developping under a

framework is supposed to be faster.

So one idea I had is make a community game that will look like wizardry but not be called

wizardry (for copyright reason). Since I am not an artist, there will also be zero graphics,

or at least no monster graphics. Texturs on wall could be managed to be done. Else I'll

have to search for free graphics. I was using Hexen graphics, even if the code is open, I

doubt the graphics are. And I cannot garanty anything for the music.

The game would be called "Tower of Wizardry" and the story would be that you must

destroy a powerful evil mad wizard which lives in a tower full of traps and surprises. I

would like players to be able to design and share levels to make the game replayable but it

released on XBOX, I am not really sure how easy the network communication can be

done. Else I might place the editor on the PC version and the levels would be accessible

through updates.

Don't put your hopes too high, it's just an idea. One of my board game is close to being

finished, so I am really not in this project right now.

June 4th, 2009

It has been 2 years since my last entry. As you might know, I am not designing video

games anymore but rather board games since all the work is done on the game design

rather than the programming. I am still a great fan of wizardry and I'll always love this



game. I am listening to the music right now

Since board games are now my new expertise, I was wondering if I could make a board

game about Wizardry. Is it really possible? It could easily end up as a dungeon crawler

like heroquest but is wizardry really a dungeon crawler?

One thing about wizarry is team works since people moves as parties. So I thought that

instead of having each player control a character, I could have each player control a

party. Which mean that each character will get less detailed informations.

If I recheck the : "what makes you love wizardry" survey:

Combat difficulty: This can be arranged. I can make sure creatures have very nasty

effects making you loose easily characters and forcing you to replace them.

1.

Maze exploration difficulty: I can also place many nasty things in the maze like in

the original game, but since a board game does not last indefinately, I cannot create

a long term exploration game. Like a game with 10 levels and going back and forth

many times. Probably that each game would be a quest and if you are in bad shape,

you can get back to the city but you would do that 2 or 3 times throight the game.

2.

Other difficult stuff: There is always place for some other nasty things like chest

traps, but adding complex spell names would only be to support the theme since the

description of the spell would be there. There are other things like aging that would

be impossible to implement

3.

Ressemblance to dungeons and dragons: I intend to use the design material I made

for Wizardry Legacy 2 for the board game, but it does not mean the rules will work

like D&D especially if you control a whole party. There won't be multi classing and

I think there won't even be level up. Since it's a board game, you want to focus the

game on the fun stuff in wizardry, which mean doing important things. Collecting

gold and doing level ups is not interesting.

4.

World, story and theme: I thing I would keep the City/Maze structure. Every game

would be a different quest with a different story behind. Still, to prevent me from

having to do maze design, I thought that the maze could generate itself randomly.

Still the objectives of the games would be different from a game to another.

5.

If the game is party based, it is possible that you would not need to keep track of

equipment. For the maze, I am looking for inspiration in dungeon quest board game. I

thought that each class could have a special ability which for example could allow you to

by pass certain things. For example, if you don't have a key to pass, you can use the thief



to try picking the door.

I currently have other projects to work on, maybe eventually, I would work on that game

and I hope you would all enjoy it as much as the wizardry video game. Still, Unless I

publish it for free, I won't be able to call it "Wizardry", so I'll have to find another name.

June 24th, 2007

The new web site for the Wizardry Legacy project is now open. This web site is now

much more better, there is no more frame and managing the website will be much easier.

The website is coded completely in PHP and I stored my content in XML files. I wanted

to respect the XHTML standard but I have just realised that there is so much restrictions

and they removed so much commands that I need to learn CSS to actually do something.

The problem is that I hate CSS, so I decided to abandon the idea. Sorry, you will not be

able to browse my website with your cell phone ... and it does not bother me at all.

There has been a few changes to the content. Some content was removed, some content

was added and some content was simply moved to the new site. For online

documentation, I intend to use PDF instead of web pages because they are easier to create

and format. I am currently using LATEX to create the rule book. So probably the

adventure editor tutorial will also be distributed as PDF. Enjoy the new site!

June 8th, 2007

After a few weeks of works, the rules for a potential Wizardry Legacy 2 has been made

and they are now available in PDF on this web site. It seems that I am taking the problem

from a different angle , something that I should have done first which is : Making the rules

before making the game. Unfortunately I cannot rewind the time to correct my errors.

Now that the rules are available, it gives the players something to work with and put their

mind on. When I was desinging the first game, there was really few interesting

information to read on the web site about the rules of the game. Now everythings is there,

only some list of magical items and creature needs to be added. In the months to come, I'll

be putting my mind on other things so don't expect any updates soon. But I would gladly

apreciate some feed back.

May 18th, 2007

So after looking back after what I did, I tried to analyse the project and establish the new

basis of the new game if I decide one day to remake it again. You can see what are the

new ideas look like by clicking "wl2 New Design" in the menu. Probably, the game is

going to be called Wizardry Legacy 2 since it will be much different. Now what do I

actually intend to do before starting programming again, I will probably isolate the maze

engine from the game. I will test the rules on paper first and then I will probably make a

Rule Engine out of th game's rules. Everything will be concentrated there and this module

will be platform independent. Finally, I might be making another GUI of my own or I'll try

to find one that fits my needs on the net. Then I would start programming the game. But



consider that at this point, that about 50% of the game will be done.

I know that programming takes a lot of my time and I have to think it at least 12 times

before jumping in the projet. I am also currently designing board games which takes some

of my time too. So could just hope that the project will eventually be reborn and finished.

For thos who want a date, don't expect me starting before summer 2008 (Until my school

is finished). Still I might be working on the stuff I said above if I am in the mood to do it.

So long and have faith in wizardry.

January 11th, 2007

Unfortunately EZ files server went down and the wizardry projet files were not available

for a long time. I have now uploaded the files on save files. If nobody download it for a

period of 30 days, the files get delete. So just warn me if the files are not there and I will

reupload them.

June 20th, 2006

The server where the files where on has simply horribly crashed. It proves that home

computers are not made to run 24h/24h all year long. So I decided to upload the project

files on free file hosting services. It sends you to another page where you can download

the files. Unfortunately, I cannot upload illegal stuff, so the roms are not available ( But I

can still send them by e-mail if you desperately want it ). I'll add the map links later.

April 3rd, 2006

I have added a few download links and updated a few links. Now you have access again

to all the maps, but you also now have access to all the music in either NSF or SPC

format. Enjoy!

March 1st, 2006

What! a new version? yes, VERSION 0.1.6 is now available but it is not really a new

game. The project is still not active. I recompiled and repackaged everything to rerelease

the game which was not available for a long time since they asked me to remove the file

from this server and since my friend server went down. I have added little functionality to

the map editor and the database is now an external library. The project and all the roms

download have been restored, you can now download them (yes, about time).

December 22nd, 2004

Wizardry Legacy project is officially aborted. I don't intend to work on it anymore. The

source will stay there incase somebody wish to continue the project or want to use some

part of the code for their games ( there is still a nice DB engine and maze engine ). I might

try to make some games for game park 32, but probably that I will stop definitly making

video games because it takes too much of my time. Even if the project is not finished, I

have learned a lot of thins and it was a great experience that allegro made more easilly

that making my own libraray. If I am lucky, I might be able to devellop some commercial

games for game park 32, else I might try to modify the source code of Master of Magic ( if

the source code is released ) to chnage some rules and make it run on a mouseless console

( for my GP32 ). Thanks again and still sorry for not finishing the game. The Shadow.



July 16th, 2004

VERSION 0.1.5 is here. It has finally arrived. The game is officially playable but still stay

as a demo since the lack of feature and adventure which makes long term play impossible.

Unfortunatly, it won't be finished this summer, there is still a lot of things to do. I am not

sure if I will have time after summer since I might go back to university. Even if it is a bit

fun to code, it does not advance as fast as non-video game and I lose a lot of time on it.

This is why I am not sure to do some intensive coding again. Still it was a good

experience, and I have learned a lot of things

July 11th, 2004

I have updated the web site. The rules in game design are now up to date. I have refreshed

some screen shots and I have finished the last survey. Version 0.1.5 should be available in

a few week or in a month. I only need to implement an AI, a few rules, add a few details,

update and balance data ( For race, Class, Monsters ) and add a few images to the

datafiles and demo adventure.

June 21st, 2004

Like I have said I changed the rules again to make it easier to manage and implement. I

have removed most bitfield variables in equipment to make development easier. The rules

look now much closer to the original Wizardry or Dungeon & Dragons without losing the

added feature I wanted. One of the most Important change is the replacement of Parry,

Block and Evade by 1 stat : Active Defense. The equivalent of Armor Class is set in 2

values : a Static Passive Defense ( Armor ) plus a rolled Active Defense ( Parry, Block,

Evade ). There will also be some level power up on Weapon Spell Damage, There will be

a base attack bonus(not sure ) to keep track of multi hit but the maximum bonus for an

attack is currently +5 to keep the balance and there might be a level bonus for skill

efficiency. Compared to dungeon and dragons, I want a 1st level character to be able to

hit a higher level creature without always missing. The only difference is that the high

level character will attack more times and might make more damage.

June 21st, 2004

I have recently implemented the class system except for the class creation but I have

decided to change again the rules of the games to make it easier to implement. Now the

development does much more better than before and there is less exceptions but I will

have to remake the race and the class ( and I will probably cut the race creation for now ).

Once it's done, I'll have to finish implementation of combat with a few details and it

should get somewhat the status of playable.

May 9th, 2004

VERSION 0.1.1 is available finaly here. This version remove definitly the string class

from the game, correct some bugs and allows to be compiled correctly on 3 OS ( dos/linux

/windows ) without source errors, warning, segmentation fault or any other thing. A set of

preprocessor command allow to switch from random() to rand() on windows platform.

Rand() give not so random random numbers so it might create low ability scores or spawn

more encounters. But think on the bright side, you will level up faster (^_^).



April 28th, 2004
3 SURVEYS are now available and active in the survey section. You can cast you vote or

view the results.

April 28th, 2004

WINDOWS version 0.1.0 Available. I had to replace random() and it has some os specific

bugs. The game crash when exiting the game and some strings draw a "^" character.

Under linux, compilation is successfull but I start the game with a segmentation fault.

There is surely a major bug somewhere. One thing for sure, i'll definitly kill my string class

and use C string functions instead. I won't try more for the linux version. I'll wait for a less

buggy windows version before attempting a linux version.

April 23rd, 2004

VERSION 0.1.0 is here, but the windows and linux version is not available yet. Windows

does not recognise random(), srandom() and memcpy() while on linux, I cannot

successfully compile allegro itself. I'll try on my friends computer for the windows version

( like I have always done before ) for linux I am not sure what to do yet.

April 8th, 2004

I have reenabled the encounter system and I have experienced a lockup in long term play.

I hope I will find this bug. I have almost finished race creation. Only special race abilities

will not take effect. I am planning to release a version soon. I want to finish the race

creation, import, export and implementation, and if possible, make the combat engine

works ( with non official rules ). I will set the character classes on the next version, with

the real combat rules.

March 31st, 2004

I have a new computer, it's an old p2 333, but it's new for me. It allows me to compile

faster but it does not make me code faster (~_~). Its still advancing, I am doing many

thing at the same time so it advance in many directions . I intend to make a big 0.1.0

release with most feature possible. The adventure system seems to work correctly, few

thing are still not loaded from the adventure. New game rules have been partialy

implemented, class and combat rules need to be finalised. I am not sure if the combat

system will be fully operational in version 0.1.0. Look at the game status page for more

information. For next version, I will try to compile the windows version under win 98 on

my computer.

February 18th, 2004

I have now almost completed the rules change. Items, opponents and all its sub classes

have been modified. I need to do a few changes in monster and to implement the new

character classe's class. Item declaraction is still voluminous since it must do alot of things

and since new stuff has been added ( Drawback, Magic Offense/defense properties ). I

hope some days to update my game design section to show and explain each information

of these classes.

January 22nd, 2004

I know how the adventure editor will work. It is easier that I tought because there won't

be an adventure editor, only a maze map editor. Since there rest of the adventure contains

images, text and the database, I will supply a copy a the Allegro's Datafile Grabber and a



adventure template with information about the images size, text rules format and where to

save then in the datafile. A maze editor will beused to create maze map files that will be

added in the datafile. Finaly. the database will be build from text files when you enter the

data and a set of tool build a database file that you add to the Allegro Archive. It will be a

bit less user friendly but, if you plan you adventure on paper first, it won't be a problem.

January 22nd, 2004

I am finaly seeing the end of the tunnel. I know almost exactly what needs to be done and

how to do it for most of it. I am currently tired of working on it and I want to finish it at

most before this summer ( 2 year is enough ). The game must be playable and editable

before summer. The game Status Section will keep a complete list of what needs to be

done.

December 3rd, 2003

The combat engine is partialy done. The engine works correctly, it is just not generic and I

should say it is half-way done. In the days to come, I will work on the total restructuration

of the game rules. It's not all clear in my mind, but it is stating to make sense. This mean

there will also be a class and races designing section in future releases.

November 30th, 2003

I finaly found Wizardry Gaiden 4 for the Super Nintendo. It is an oriental setting for a

wizardry like game. Still it is in japanese but I intend to make at least a Traduction by

images ( screen shots with the traduction ).

November 7th, 2003

1000 VISITS on the counter. Cool, I have received over 1000 visits in 54 days. Which

gives an average of 18.5 visits per day. It might not seem a lot for your but it is for me (

It's the first web site I make with that much visits (^_^)). Of course you will have to

remove the visits due to realoading, revisiting and people who just want to increment the

counter for fun. Anyways, thaks a lot for your visits, it proves me that at least some

people are interested in my project.

November 4th, 2003

By the way I have solved the mysterious bug when compiling on O3 or when runnig on

linux. I am currently working on the next version, I have started to make en encounter

engine. It's harder to debug since there is a random factor in this one. I am also trying to

convince one of my friend to join the development.

October 25th, 2003

LINUX VERSION AVAILABLE. Finaly, compiling under linux works. But there is a bug,

you cannot inspect or equip you items due to a mysterious bug. The linux version is in

binary and include the allegro library, still it wont necessarily work on your computer. I

have not updated the source code yet on this web site to compile without errors on linux

and I won't upload it on next version.

October 20th, 2003

Change of tactics : I decided to do some masive changes and simplifications to the rule

system. It will make it easier to code, Easier for players to learn and make it look more

like wizardry and AD&D. It will still be different these 2 systems. I will not explain the



reasons for these changes but here are in few words the new changes : Class system,

Multiclassing won't be permited and no attribute restriction for classes but you can make

your own class which stay valid for all games and you can save class info to a file to

export it on another computer. There is no localised life point and maybe no hit location (

not sure yet ) but a life% stay. Combat stat and procedures will be slightly changed

especialy due to the 2 modifications above.

October 10th, 2003

I am starting to learn LaTeX and I tought that it could be a good idea to pratice my latex

learning by creating a Game Book for wizardry. It would contains all the information on

how to play the game. Which mean that you could expect in later distribution a nice and

clean .pdf file that will show you how to play.

October 10th, 2003

I am thinking different options about the editor. One idea was to use Visual basic to

devellop more rapidly and editor instead of using the allegro gui. But some things ( like

the maze ) cannot be edited by visual basic. I tought of maybe a multi program editor, one

for each part ( in different language) and a batch file that fusion them all in the adventure

file. Or make it a non-userfriendly editor that contains only the maze editor and the batch

file, while the data are entered in a special format text file then compiled into a database (

this process is currently used for the game data : weapon, armor, monster. Look in the

makedata directory of the source code for some example ). This way, it will allow to not

waste to much time on a working editor, and to be able to create adventure file stucture to

implement it's loading in the game. Later, I could make a more user friendly editor.

October 10th, 2003

I tried to compile it on linux. I have successfully compiled and link it all, but it give me a

"Segmentation Fault" when executing it. It seems that Wizardry for linux will have to wait

a little longer.

October 1st, 2003

VERSION 0.0.8 is now released. It contains item inspection, additional character feature

like level up, Race abilities and fighting style implementation. New data and images has

been added to the datafiles. From now on I will try to work on the combat engine and

encounter system.

September 14th, 2003

I have made many changes concerning character and Item. Now I want to push as fast

possible the modifications to the opponent class to finaly have the tool to make the

encounter and combat engine. I want to push as fast possible in this direction ( ignoring

the rest ) to posses all the requirements for combat. Else I will always push back the

development of the combat engine ( Like I have always did )

July 30th, 2003
VERSION 0.0.7 is now released. With the ability to save player characters and a new

game/account management screen. Plus the new database system integrated to the game.



July 12th, 2003

I tried to compile it on Linux and I have encountered a lot of problems. Of course, there is

some minor details like the fact that they d'ont like the parameter's default values in the

source code. But beside these bug which could be corrected, This is a more important

error, Gcc for linux does not recognise these functions : strlwr(), strupr() and itoa(). The

biggest problem is itoa() since it is the only ways I can draw on the screen a numeric value

( Yes, it is essential ). I don't know if there is a replacement function for this one. What I

found most stupid, is that atoi() exist, but not itoa().

July 11th, 2003

I finished programming an external database engine which can be reused for many games.

The database is not linked yet et the game. But when it will be done, we will now be able

to save all the data of the game and ti easily insert static data ( Ennemies, equipment, etc

).

June 13th, 2003
I found the Wizardry 6 ROM for SNES but the game is completly in japanese. I might try

to traduce it someday. It's now available for download.

March 20th, 2003

I am planning soon to place some adventure editing information on this website to show

people how some parts of the game works even if there is no adventure editor yet. This

will allow future adventure devellopers to know what can and can't be done.

March 20th, 2003 VERSION 0.0.6 has been finished and is now available.

March 14th, 2003

1st YEAR ANNIVERSARY : I just can't beleive it that I am working on this project for 1

year. I don't know where I keep my motivation to continue to go on. It's more work that I

have imagined but onething for sure, is that some of the work I have in this game will be

able to be reused in other video games. Good thing if it can reduce the coding

development of other projects. It also seem that the projects is getting more and more

popular, I receive a few e-mail each month which I think is very good compared to other

things I have done before. Thanks to everybody, even those who are not concerned.

January 9th, 2003
There is a bug in the windows distribution with the configuration file. To solve the

problem, I have included a default configuration file with it.

December 13th, 2002
It's Here! VERSION 0.0.5 is now available on both DOS and Window. The source code is

now available but the setup programm has decided to retire ( I am working on it ).

November 15th, 2002

The bug has been avoided, and the next release should come soon. The musics are almost

finished. I want to finish the windowing system and a few basic city functionality with the

art gallery before releasing it.

October 25th, 2002

There is a major bug with the polymorphic Item class and this is the main reason that

prevents me from releasing version 0.0.5. I am now gathering much more data for the

games, the will eventualy be shown in the art gallery. I also have the intention to "borrow"

textures and objects from Hexen and Heretic.



August 30th, 2002
The windows compilation works almost perfectly with some tiny modifications to the

code. The next release should have a windows version.

June 21st, 2002 VERSION 0.0.4 has been uploaded and is now available.

May 27th, 2002 VERSION 0.0.3 has been uploaded and is now available.

May 23rd, 2002 VERSION 0.0.2 has been uploaded and is now available.

May 14th, 2002 The web site has been created and is now officialy online. it will be updated step by step

March 14th, 2002 I started the 1st line of code for the Wizardry Legacy Project.
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